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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

This Community Engagement guideline is in place to regulate and create consistence 

and sustainability of community engagement activities and programmes in all Social 

Work and Community Development training institutions under the coordination and 

supervision of the Ministry of Health, Community Development, Gender, Elderly and 

Children. 

 

Training institutions are very potential and have a stake to complement their Ministry in 

responding to existing socio - economic contemporary challenges in the community. 

The methodology for the community engagement practice is participatory where by 

training institutions through the use of practical sessions will work collaboratively with 

students and community members in solving and improving societal related issues. 

 

The guideline emphasizes training institutions to fully utilize practical sessions and work 

with the targeted communities in the step to step model for the attainment of positive 

and sustainable change in their localities.  

 

The goal of community engagement in the training institutions is two folds, first is on the 

experiential teaching and learning through community engagement to enhance practical 

skills development of students and the second is being a catalyst a constructive and 

good relationship between institutions and their surrounding environment through the 

collective approach of solution based to the challenges facing the community 

 

 

Dkt John Jingu 

Permanent Secretary 
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DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS/CONCEPTS 

 

Community development 

Are interactive processes that help communities to take autonomous decisions on 

meeting their needs and addressing issues that affect their life. 

 

Community engagement 

Is a process of working collaboratively with and through groups of people affiliated by 

geographical proximity, special interests or similar situations to address issues affecting 

the well-being of those people 

 

Community profiling 

Community profiling is a process of creating a picture about the nature, needs and 

resources of a community, with the active participation of its members, aiming at 

creating and implementing an action plan to address the community issues raised.  

 

Community visioning 

Is a process of developing a community desired future.  

 

Social Work 

Social work is a professional body of knowledge, skills, values and ethics directed 

towards helping individuals, families, groups and communities at large to address their 

psychological, social, cultural and economic challenges.  

 

Social welfare services 

Are designed social Welfare programs/services provided by the government to meet 

human needs of special individuals, families or groups of people in order to improve 

their well-being.  

 

Variation order 

Is a written document by client to carry out addition or omission from the original scope 

of work 
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ACRONYMS 

 

CBET   Competency Based Education Training 

CDTI   Community Development Training Institutes 

CDTTI   Community Development Technical Training Institutes 

CE   Community Engagement 

CA                           Continuous Assessment 

ISW   Institute of Social Work 

KISW   Kisangara Institute of Social Work 

M&E   Monitoring and Evaluation 

MOHCDGEC  Ministry of Health, Community Development, Gender, Elderly and  

Children 

NACTE  National Council for Technical Education 

PM&E   Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation   

TICD   Tengeru Institute of Community Development 

URT                          United Republic of Tanzania 
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1.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Community engagement is practiced globally, a number of countries have taken major 

progress through community engagement whereby the community is involved 

throughout an activity to ensure their needs, preferences, interests, concerns and 

aspirations are the key outcomes. For instance in Poland, it achieved remarkable 

results by the use of community development and engagement approach in their social 

welfare systems.  

 

Tanzania is not exceptional promoting change to its nation, It has ratified to the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) which among the seventeen (17) areas of 

concern, goal number three (3) of good health and well – being states that ‘‘Ensure 

healthy lives and promote well – being for all at all ages”.  Supportively, the Tanzania 

Development Vision (2025) aims to have a high quality of livelihood.  

 

In realization of the above the Ministry of Health, Community Development, Gender, 

Elderly and Children (MoHCDGC) through a number of initiatives and community 

engagement activities have been done towards achieving the SDGs and TDV (2025). 

Among other duties the Ministry (vote 53) is responsible for overseeing the 

implementation of five policies and enforcement of two Laws in promoting the well – 

being and welfare of community. 

 

The policies are Community Development Policy (1996), Women and Gender 

Development Policy (2000), National Policy on Non-Governmental Organizations 

(2001), National Aging Policy (2003) and Child Development Policy (2008). Two 

enacted Laws are Non-Governmental Organizations Act No.24 (2002) and Law of the 

Child Act No. 21 (2009). In additional to that, the Ministry is responsible to oversee 

implementation of Training Institutions as Tengeru Institute of Community Development 

(TICD), Community Development Training Institutes (CDTIs), Community Development 

Technical Training Institutes (CDTTIs), Institute of Social Work (ISW) and Kisangara 

Institute of Social Work (KISW) which practice Competence Based Education Training 

that is regulated by the National Council for Technical Education (NACTE).  
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The Community Development Policy (1996) [13] states that the Ministry should create 

conducive environment for the communities to identify their problems, formulating plans 

to solve them and implementing their plans by utilizing to a large extent their own 

resources on self-reliance basis. Community development policy is in line with the 

Arusha Declaration (1967) which insists on self-help and self-reliance. 

 

The Ministry has identified its training institutions to have a key role to play in 

conducting community engagement activities and add value to the Ministry by bringing 

positive impact and be solution based to problems in their localities beside the core 

functions of Training, Research and Consultancy in order to tackle the existing problems 

in their communities.    

 

Community Development and Social Work Training Institutions are practicing 

community engagement activities through different ways without having a centralized 

guideline. In order to fill the gap, the Ministry has developed a compressive guideline to 

ensure uniformity and efficiency in the implementation of the community engagement 

activities and programmes in respective training institutions as well as extend the 

reaching out to their localities as well as to the country at large. 

 

2.0 JUSTIFICATION 

Establishment of Community engagement programs in Training Institutions 

demonstrates a number of important aspects to institutions, students and the 

community at large. Institutions build a room for marketing its activities, while theories 

taught in classes are put into practice by students in the real community setting 

environment and meanwhile problems facing communities are addressed. Community 

engagement programs as key to meet NACTE standards on Competency Based 

Education Training (CBET) is overemphasized in Community Development Policy 

(1996) [13] that training institutions are obliged to fully utilize the Continuous 

Assessment (CA) criteria as a platform for a vibrant community engagement practice. 

Some efforts to practice community engagement programs has been demonstrated by 

few training institutions; For instance Rungemba Community Development Training 

Institute has set a turning point by utilizing CA for practical sessions in their selected 

model villages and has brought tremendous results. The Ministry has seen the need to 
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emphasis all Community Development and Social Work training institutions to utilize the 

fullest of CA into practical sessions through community engagement activities as main 

drivers of solutions to the contemporary challenges facing the community towards 

achieving the Tanzania Development Vision 1.2.1 which states that:  

 

“Ideally, a nation's development should be people-centred, based on sustainable and 

shared growth and be free from abject poverty. For Tanzania, this development means 

that the creation of wealth and its distribution in society must be equitable and free from 

inequalities and all forms of social and political relations which inhibit empowerment and 

effective democratic  and popular participation of social groups (men and women, boys 

and girls, the young and old and the able-bodied and disabled persons) in society. 

  

Parallel to achieving 1.2.1 the community engagement activities shall reduce the 

mismatch between education provided by training institutions and industry requirement 

as community engagement activities shall inform respective training institutions 

curriculum. 

 

In seconding policies as Community Developing Policy (1996) [13], Training Institutions 

as Institute of Social Work (Dar es Salaam), Rungemba Community Development 

Training Institute (Mafinga) and Monduli Community Development Training Institute 

(Monduli) have implemented community engagement programmes by using different 

approaches which brought a variety of positive results in their localities. Inspite of the 

efforts from the training institutions less has been done in implementing community 

engagement programmes in comparison to the plans from the Ministry. Thereby a need 

was seen to develop a comprehensive community engagement guideline to harmonize 

and ensure efficient and effective implementation of community engagement 

programmes in respective training institutes. 
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3.0 OBJECTIVES 

The following are the general and specific objectives of the community engagement 

guideline: 

 

3.1 General Objective 

The general objective of community engagement guideline is to standardize approaches 

and procedures for conducting community engagement programmes in all training 

institutions to improve community well-being. 

 

3.2 Specific objectives 

To facilitate establishment of standardized approach of integrating theories with practice 

in learning in training institutions 

To help in setting procedures for facilitating efficient and effective implementation of 

community engagement programmes 

To support designing and implementation of effective community engagement 

programmes that address societal problems  

 

4.0 APPROACH  

In implementing community engagement program as a learning system and modal for 

identifying, prioritizing and solving community problems, the Training institutions shall 

adopt a participatory approach. Under this approach, the whole process will start at the 

level of learning institution whereby the responsible tutor/instructor/lecturer in 

collaboration with students shall identify the practical areas in their modules and 

henceforth develop a comprehensive survey tools to be used in community profiling to 

assess the community needs. The survey tool shall be required to cover different 

aspects of life including social, political and economic aspects of the targeted 

community. In this process students will be actively engaged in putting theories into 

practice.  

After the process of identifying community problems/needs, the same students guided 

by their respective tutors/instructor as the case maybe, shall be required to help the 

community members to prioritize their need and setting up an intervention program 

ready for implementation.  At this point multiple modules will come in to operation on 

practical basis like, project planning and management, resource mobilization etc.  
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Generally participatory approach of this nature will enhance students to practice what 

they have learned in class to the real world through participating in problem 

identification, planning, resource mobilization, monitoring and evaluation.  At the 

community level, the process involves collaboration between institutes and the 

community in identifying, prioritise and solving problems to improve the well - being of 

the people. 

 

5.0 STEPS IN IMPLEMENTING COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 

In the implementation of the community engagement activities and programmes, the 

following shall be done: 

 

5.1 Identification of Practical Areas  

Identification of practical areas in all modules taught in respective institutions need to 

done by instructors of respective modules in collaboration with respective students for 

the modules. Submission of the identified practical areas to the academic meeting for 

discussion and planning is done.  

 

5. 2 Community entry protocol  

This involves requesting for permission to all levels of authorities staring from District 

level to Ward/village level; where its primary purpose is to inform authority about the 

intention for conducting community profiling. 

 

5.3 Community profiling 

This step involves identification of community problems in the focus areas through 

different community profiling tools by collection, analysis and presentation of data aimed 

at determining of current and projected future trends 

 

5.4 Feedback to the community and triggering  

The community deserves to be informed on the results obtained from the community 

profiling, informed the issues identified, they affect them and what is expected to be the 

future trends if the problems persist. Triggering is done at this step in order to stimulate 

a collective sense of disgust and shame among community members as they confront 

the rude facts about their problems and their negative impacts on the entire community.  
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5.5 Community Visioning 

This step calls for collective responsibility where collectively the community members 

are involved in creating a preferred scenario and final vision statement through task 

force, work group, community meeting. Common grounds have to be reached to attain a 

final statement with consensus.  

 

5.6 Action Plan 

In this step community member and other stakeholders are involved in developing an 

action plan through identification and prioritization of goals, strategies, activities and 

designing of programs and projects for implemented to address identified community 

problems  

 

5.7 Resource mobilization 

This step involves identifying resources (materials, manpower. Equipments, space etc), 

resources providers (community members, CSOs, government, international agencies, 

CSR etc) and mechanisms for obtaining resources (fundraising, diner, project proposals 

etc) to enhance effective implementation of action plan, activities, programs and 

projects. Community resource Mapping and stakeholder analysis is vital in this step 

because, it enables to understand who is where, how can they assist the 

activity/program. Institutions have the role to approach the relevant stakeholders and 

negotiate on how they could support 

 

5.8 Implementation  

In the context of action and project life cycle, implementation involves allocation of tasks 

to groups and proper supervision of activities within the community. The purpose of this 

step to ensure that activities are completed within the schedules, and within the budget, 

leading to desired goal and objectives. Implementation as stated in other steps it also 

involves community members, students and stakeholders. In this stage the following 

steps are involved;   

Initializing activities/projects  

Specifying and scheduling the work 

Clarifying authority, responsibility and relationships 

Obtaining resources 
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Establishing control systems 

Directing and controlling  

Terminating activities/projects 

 

5.9 Monitoring and Evaluation 

Monitoring, a step number nine of community profiling involves systematic collection 

and analysis of information as activities progress to improve their efficiency and 

effectiveness. This step monitors the implementation of action plans, activities and 

programs developed in step 5.6 above. Evaluation is the comparison of actual impacts 

activities against the agreed plans. Evaluation involves review progress, identify 

problems in planning and/or implementation and make adjustments so that to .make a 

difference. 

 

5.10 Reporting  

It’s the documentation of the activity explaining in details all key issues including the 

activity itself (problem at hand), the review and methodological used in implementation 

as well as give final findings and giving tangible recommendations to respective 

stakeholders involved and finally dissemination of the report to the public. Reporting will 

involve progressive/formative reports (monthly, quarterly, semi-annually and summative 

reports (annual and end of activities)  

 

6.0 MONITORING AND EVALUATION  

6.1 Monitoring  

In the context of implementing community engagement guideline monitoring shall 

involve systematic collection and analysis of information as activities progress and aims 

at improving the efficiency (resource use) and effectiveness of activities (achieving 

set targets). It shall involve;  

Establishing indicators of efficiency, effectiveness and impact; 

Setting up systems to collect information relating to these indicators; 

Collecting and recording the information; 

Analysing the information; 

Using the information to inform day-to-day management. 
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6.2 Evaluation  

In implementing this guideline, evaluation shall be referred to as a comparison of actual 

activities impacts against the agreed plans/objectives. It shall look at what is set out to 

be done, at what is accomplished, and how has been accomplished. Evaluation shall 

involve; 

Looking at what a particular community engagement program intended to achieve – 

what difference did it want to make? What impact did it want to make? 

Assessing its progress towards what it wanted to achieve, its impact targets. 

Looking at the strategy of the project. Did it have a strategy? Was it effective in 

following its strategy? Did the strategy work? If not, why not? 

Looking at how it worked. Was there an efficient use of resources? What were the 

opportunity costs of the way it chose to work? How sustainable is the way in which the 

project works? What are the implications for the various stakeholders in the way the 

project works? 

There are various ways which shall be applied in the evaluation process including;   

Self-evaluation (facilitated by training Institutions)   

Participatory evaluation (Institutions Staff and beneficiaries/ community members)  

Participatory rapid appraisal (involving interdisciplinary team) 

External evaluation (Outside team) 

 

7.0 REPORTING 

In any community engagement activity done by respective training institutions’ reporting 

is vital since it helps to facilitate dissemination of the key findings and sharing key 

learnings. All community engagement activities and programmes are obliged to report 

by documentation from the institutional to ministerial level. 

 

8.0 FINANCIAL MECHANISM 

Financial and resource mobilization is very important for ensuring sustainability of the 

community engagement activities and programmes at Social Work and Community 

Development training institutions refer to annex 10. Thereby respective institutions 

shall:- 
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i. Allocate 5% of their gross internal revenue for running community engagement 

activities and programmes and submit for approval during government budgetary 

process 

ii. Develop resource mobilization strategies to support the community engagement 

activities and programmes 

iii. Engage the target communities and related stakeholders in resource mobilisation 
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9.0 ANNEXES 

ANNEX 9.1: TOOLS FOR COMMUNITY PROFILING 

 

Before identifying tools used for community profiling different focus areas for community 

profiling have to be identified the institutes. These areas may include but limited to 

areas stated in the table below;   

 

NO FOCUS AREAS REQUIRING COMMUNITY PROFILING  

1   Water  

2   Health and sanitation  

3   Housing 

4   Income  

5   Transportation 

6   Agriculture  

7   Energy (firewood, electrify, gas ets)  

8   Food and nutrition  

9   Education  

10   Power (electricity, solar etc) 

11   Livelihoods ( Animal keeping, Entrepreneurship, Farming, tourism etc) etc) 

12   Market  

13   Recreational opportunities 

14   Job opportunities  

15   Training 

16   Mental health services 

17   Appropriate technology  

18   Substance abuse services 

19   Households, Family, Childcare, special groups  

20   Environmental conservation   

21   Gender relations  

22   Commercial goods/services 

23   Environmental conservation (rivers, streams, wells ets)  

 24   Demographic  

25   Households assets and wealth  
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26   Governance  

 27   Infrastructure (road, network etc) 

28   Land use pattern (Grazing, farming etc) 

29   Disaster and disaster management ( fires, floods etc) 

30   CSOs and Microfinancing  

30    Other 

 

Types of community assessment tools 

There are different community profiling tools/methods which are used based on the 

nature and resources of the community profiling work. The most popular and easy to 

use tools for community proofing are; 

Survey  

Asset Inventory  

Community Mapping  

Daily Activities Schedule  

Seasonal Calendar 

Community Café 

Focus Group 

Panel Discussion 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Annex 8:1a SURVEY 

A survey is one of the best known and most popular methods of assessing a community’s strengths 

and weaknesses. Surveys can be very simple, targeting only a small group of community 

stakeholders, or quite complex, sampling large segments of a population. A good survey can reveal 

a wealth of useful and easily quantifiable information, 

 

Objective 

Identify the opinions of neighborhood residents about the development of a vacant share in 

their neighborhood. 

 

Preparation 

Ask a small sample group to take the survey and test it for mistakes, unnecessary or flawed 

questions, and note possible points of confusion. Choose a convenient meeting location for 

neighborhood residents, and arrange to use it for a community meeting. Invite community 

members to participate in the meeting. 

 

Materials 

For participants 

Survey questionnaire 

Pens or pencils 

Tables, clipboards, or some other writing surface 

For facilitators/organizers 

Bins to collect survey responses 

 

Procedures 

Before the session begins, place collection bins by the exits or in a convenient place for participants 

to return their surveys. 

Introduce yourself and explain the purpose of the assessment. (2-3 minutes) 

Distribute the survey and writing instruments to participants.  Briefly review the survey instructions, 

and answer any questions participants may have. (5-10 minutes) 

Allow participants enough time to complete the survey. (15-30 minutes) 

Thank participants. (5 minutes) 

Analyze the data  

Write the report, disseminate the report  



 

 

 

 

Example of Survey Tool  
 

KITELWASI WOMEN TREE PLANTING PROJECT  
 

RAPID ASSESSMENT TOOL FOR COOKING ENERGY NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITY FOR TREE PLANTING PROJECT  

 

 
  

INTRODUCTION 

I am interested in learning about your views on the type of fuel and stove you use for cooking. As well I would like to ask 

your permission to interview you and other people in your community about tree planting project for firewood and fruits. 

Participation is voluntary and you are free to interrupt the interview at any time, or to skip any question you may not want to 

answer. There are no wrong or right answers. Information you provide will be used for the purpose of Kitewasi women tree 

planting project only and it may be shared publicly with the aim of educating others about best practices on engaging women 

in planting projects. The information will be shared in general terms, and no reference will be made to any of you specifically. 

Personal information that we gather in this discussion, if any, will be treated with the utmost confidentiality. I expect our talk 

to last about 30 minutes. Do I have your permission to begin, please?’ 

 

Date:………………………………………………………….. 

Location:………………………………………………...…... 

Name of interviewee…………………………………..…….. 

1.       RESPONDENT’S BASIC PROFILES  

 

1.1 Age group  

a) 18-24 

b) 25-30 

c) 31-36                               

d) 37-43 

e) Above 44                                         

1.2 Level of education  

a) No formal education  

b) Primary education                    

c) Secondary Education  

d) Non-Degree tertiary education  

e) University Degree  

1.3 Marital status    

a) Single  

b) Married                                 

c) Divorced 

d) Widow 

e) Widower 

 

1.4 Type of family 

a) Nuclear                                 

b) Single parent 

c) Extended 

d) Child lead  

1.5 Number of family members  

a) Two     

b) Three                                          

c) Four                     

d) Five 

e) Other, please specify……………………….…….. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

2. FUEL AND STOVE 

 

1. What type of cooking fuel does your family use for cooking? (Put them in the 

order of priority)  

a Firewood  

b Charcoal   

c Kerosene   

d Gas   

e Other, please specify   

 

2. How is cooking fuel acquired? 

a Bought   

b Collected   

c Bartered    

d Other, please specify   

 

3. If fuel is collected, who collects it? 

a Primarily women and girls   

b Primarily children   

c Primarily men   

d Both men and women    

4. How much is the fuel collected per week? 

a One    

b Two    

c Three   

d Other, please specify     

5. Do you use it all for cooking? YES/NO……………… 

6. If the answer in NO, for which, if any, other purposes is cooking fuel (household energy) typically needed/used? 
a Heating   

b Lighting   

e Other   

 

7. If fuel is collected, where is it collected from?………………………………………………….. 

8. Is the amount of fuel collected sufficient? (YES/NO)......................................................................  

9. If the answer above is NO, what coping mechanism do you use?.......................................................................... 

10. If bought, how much does it cost?................................. 

11. How do you move to collect fuel and back? 
a Walk   

b Bicycle   

c Animal  (donkey, cows)   

d Other, please specify   

 

12. How long does it take to collect fuel (HOURS)?..................................................................... 

 

13. Are you experiencing challenges with the current source of fuel? (YES/NO)....................If the answer is YES choose 

them from the table below in the order of priority. 
a High price   

b Poor quality   

c Fuel shortage    

d Long distance to collect it   

e Safety   

f Competition between groups for access to fuel   

 

14. What type of cooking device/stove do you use? 
a The 3-stone wood burning stove  

b Charcoal stove  

c Gas stove   

d Kerosene stove  

e Other, specify   

 

 

3. ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS 

 



 

 

 

 

15. Are there problems with cooking practices that lead to wasteful use of fuel? (YES/NO) if the answer is YES list them 

below. 

a) ………………………………………………….… 

b) ………………………………………………….… 

c) …………………………………………………… 

d) …………………………………………………… 

16.  Do you cook indoors or outdoor?.........................................................................  

17. Are you experiencing any health problems caused by the use of cooking fuel? (YES/NO)............................... 

18. If the answer is YES please mention them…………………………………………………… 

19. How many meals are cooked in a day?................................................................................  

a) One 

b) Two 

c) Three 

d) Other specify  

20. How long does it take to cook all meals a day?................................................................................  

21. Is there any environmental degradation caused by current cooking fuel collection/use practices? 

[YES/NO]…………………………………………...… 

22. Have you ever been trained on sustainable wood harvesting practices to reduce fuel consumption? 

[YES/NO]…………………………………………..…. 

23. If the answer is YES, please specify………………………………………………… 

24. Are there by-laws/regulations regarding efficient use of firewood /harvest of wood applying in your community? 

[YES/NO]……………………………………………... 

25. If the answer is NO, what is your suggestion 

a) ……………………………………………..... 

b) …………………………………………….… 

c) …………………………………………….… 

d) …………………………………………….… 

 

26. Which among the following livelihood activities is fuel-intensive use in your area? 
a Sale of firewood   

b Brick burning  

c Charcoal making   

d Brewing   

e Other, specify   

27. What are the main coping mechanisms to which people resort to address the issue of fuel scarcity? 
a Food selling/bartering  

b Undercooking to save on fuel  

c Skipping meals  

d Eating less/less quality food  

e Other, please specify   

 

4. OPPORTUNITIES FOR TREE PLANTING PROJECT 

28. Have you ever participated in any tree planting project [YES/NO] specify…...……………...………………… 

29. How was your participation in that project…………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………… 

30. Can your family set aside a plot for firewood and fruits trees planting project [YES/NO]…………………..….. 

31. If the answer is YES, how much is the plot that your family is ready to set aside for the project? 

a) ¼ acre 

b) ½ acre                          

c) ¾ acre 

d) 1 acre  

e) Other specify……………………… 

32. How will this project benefit you and your family as well? 

a) ……………………………………………… 

b) ……………………………………………… 

c) ……………………………………………… 

d) ……………………………………………… 

33. Personally how will you participate in this project? 

a) ......................................................................... 



 

 

 

 

b) …………………………………………….… 

c) …………………………………………….… 

d) ………………………………………….…… 

e) ………………………………………….…… 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5. NAME AND SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWERS 

NAME…………………………………………………………..                                                                                                         

SIGNATURE………………………………………………….. 

NAME…………………………………………………………..                                                                                                         

SIGNATURE………………………………………………….. 

NAME…………………………………………………………..                                                                                                         

SIGNATURE………………………………………………….. 

NAME…………………………………………………………..                                                                                                         

SIGNATURE…………………………………………………..  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Annex 9.1.b ASSET INVENTORY  

An asset inventory is a technique for collecting information about a community through 

observation. In this tool community members catalogue assets available in their communities. 

To conduct the inventory, small teams of participants walk around their community observing 

people, places, and things they think are valuable. Team members then discuss their choices, 

create a list for the team, and share it with the larger group. 

Objectives 

Identify community assets that members of the community think are important to community 

development. 

Reveal why people believe these assets are important. 

Preparation 

Choose an appropriate meeting location in the target com- munity. This can be part of either a 

regular community meeting or a special meeting held to do the asset inventory. If you plan to 

hold a special meeting, find a location and time that will be convenient for most people in the 

target community. The ideal group size is 20-30 participants, but this activity can be adapted for 

smaller or larger groups. Visit the meeting location to see how large it is and to tour the 

community. Because you’ll be asking participants to walk around the community for about 30 

minutes, decide the boundaries in advance.  

Materials 

For participants 

Pens/pencils 

Paper/notebooks 

Handout with asset inventory directions (optional) For facilitators 

Map of the community, if available 

Chalk board or marker board, if available 

Procedures 

1. Introduce yourself and explain the purpose of your assessment.  

2. Randomly divide participants into groups of four to six people.  

3. Ask each group to take a few minutes to introduce themselves and to choose a team 

leader. 

4. Give participants a brief overview of the activity. 

5. Distribute the activity materials to participants.  

6. Ask group leaders to take their teams out into the community to identify community 

assets. 



 

 

 

 

7. After groups have returned, ask them to discuss their findings. Visit each group during 

their discussion to monitor their progress and answer questions, if needed. 

8. Ask each group to develop a list of the top 5-10 as- sets they think are most important to 

the development of their community.  

9. Invite group leaders to briefly share their lists and explain choices. Record the lists on a 

chalkboard or marker board. 

10. Discuss the assets that each group had in common. Why these items were considered 

important? Did any groups identify different items? If yes, why were these different items 

chosen? 

11. Collect each group’s list, and keep them for reference when evaluating your asset 

inventory. 

Variations 

Divide participants into groups by gender, age, or profession to reveal differences in the way 

different groups view the community. Or hold separate asset inventory sessions where you 

invite only men, only women, or only young people. 

If you’re short on time, you might skip the walk around the community. 

Sample of Asset inventory tool 

Are the places you go determined as assets? 

Name  Address/inters

ection  
How would you 

grade it?  

Name  

 

Address/interse

ction  

 

How would you 

grade it? 

A = It’s an asset 

F = It’s not an 

assets 

A = It’s an asset 

B = It’s not an 

assets 

Where do you go to buy food? Where do you go for health care?  

Kalumo 

Market  

Mtakuja line  A Kalumo 

Dispensary  

Itimbo  A 

JM corner  Mwongozo  F Katua hall Mwenge  F 

Where do you go for socialization?  Where do you go to fetch water? 

Makumbus

ho  

Kitelewasi  F Kirua tap  Mtakuja  A 

Jm hall Neema  A Kamuo 

well  

Neema  A 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Annex 8.1c: COMMUNITY MAPPING  

Community mapping is used to reveal different people’s perspectives about a community. It requires 

few resources and little time and can be adapted for people of virtually any age range or 

educational background. In this facilitated activity, individuals or groups of participants draw a map 

of their community and mark certain points of importance and how often they visit them. A 

facilitator leads a discussion among participants about the maps, while another facilitator records 

the discussion. Community mapping can be conducted at both informal community gatherings 

and meetings where community stakeholders are invited to participate. 

Objectives 

Identify participant use and access to community resources. 

Compare perceptions of the importance of various community resources. 

Identify participant needs. 

Preparation 

Select a meeting location and time that will be convenient for people in the community you wish to 

learn about. Com- munity mapping is a good tool to use with small groups of people. As a result, it 

may be necessary to conduct multiple sessions for different groups in the community. Make certain 

you have all the materials needed and have invited enough people to participate. 

Materials 

Large sheets of flip-chart paper or poster-size newsprint 

Markers in a variety of colors 

Tape 

Sticky notes or small squares of paper 

Procedures 

1. Introduce yourself and explain the purpose of your assessment.  

2. Divide participants into groups of four to six people, either randomly or by age, gender, or 

profession. 

3. Take a moment for group members to briefly introduce themselves to one another.  

4. Distribute markers and flip-chart paper to each group. Tell participants that they’ll be 

drawing a map of their community.  

5. Ask participants to identify a central place in the community to help orient everyone’s maps. 

6. Ask each group member to mark his or her place of residence on the map.  

7. Ask participants to continue adding places of importance to them, such as markets, religious 

centers, schools, community centers, parks, businesses, fields, water sources, government 

offices, health clinics, police stations, and recreational areas. Visit each group briefly to 

monitor their progress and answer any questions. 

8. Next, ask each group to choose two or three of the following categories and add those 

places to their map:  

9. Places where they spend the most time, using different colors to indicate daily, 

weekly, monthly, or yearly visits 

10. Places where they enjoy and don’t enjoy spending time, indicated by different 



 

 

 

 

colors of markers 

11. Places, organizations, or institutions that are most important to each group, 

indicated by a series of marks (checks, stars, Xs) 

12. Places they would like to add to the community, indicated by sticky notes or 

small squares of paper 

13. Ask each group to briefly discuss their map, including the additional places named in the 

categories above. 

14. Afterward, bring the groups together and ask a representative from each one to share the 

group’s map.  

15. In the large group, discuss each map. What are the differences between each map? Why are 

some maps different from others? Are there any similarities between the maps? If so, why? 

Have another facilitator record people’s comments for future reference. 

16. Collect the maps at the end of the activity. 

Variations 

Have groups tour the community before drawing their maps. 

At the end of the activity, place a blank piece of paper next to each map that 

participants can use to comment on each other’s maps 

 

Sample of community mapping tool 

1. What resources are abundant or scarce?   

2. Which resources have the most problems?   

3. How does access to land (or another specified resource) vary between households or 

social groups?   

4. Who makes decisions about land (or another specified resource) allocation?  

5. Where do people obtain water and firewood?  

6. Who collects water and firewood?  

7. Where do people take livestock to graze? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Annex 9.1d: DAILY ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE  

Finding out about the work habits of community members is an excellent way to learn about a 

community’s division of labor and perceptions of work, based on gender and age. It can also help 

identify areas where new vocational techniques or tools might be used to improve a community’s 

work efficiency. 

In this facilitated activity, participants are separated into two groups (men and women) and asked 

to develop an average daily schedule, based on their own daily activities. A facilitator leads 

participants in a discussion of the different activities of community members, while another 

facilitator records the main points of the discussion. 

This type of assessment reveals a lot about a community’s perceptions of gender that might limit 

the effectiveness of a service project by reducing the equal participation of community stakeholders 

in a project’s planning and implementation. It can also provide crucial information about when 

different groups of people are available to participate in certain types of activities and reveal ways to 

reduce the amount of work people do. 

Objective 

•   Identify the daily routines of different people in your community. 

Preparation 

Select a convenient meeting location and time for your daily activities. Invite people from the 

community to participate, around 20-30 people is an ideal number with an equal number of men 

and women. 

Materials 

•   Large sheets of flip-chart paper or poster-size newsprint 

•   Blank sheets of paper for each participant 

•   Pens or pencils 

•   Markers in a variety of colors 

•   Tape 

Procedures 

1. Introduce yourself and explain the purpose of your assessment.  

2. Ask each person to take a moment to think about all the activities they do each day, such as 

household chores, working, and recreation. 

3. After they have thought about their activities, ask them to write down their schedule on a 

typical day.   

4. Once everyone has completed their individual schedules, divide people into groups of four 

to six, based on their gender. You should have at least one group of men and one group of 



 

 

 

 

women.  

5. Ask each group to briefly discuss what their schedules have in common.  

6. Next, ask each group to develop a common daily schedule for themselves.  

7. Bring everyone together and ask a spokesperson from each group to briefly describe their 

group’s daily schedule.  

8. Discuss the differences and similarities between each group’s schedules. Ask:  

What are the differences?  

What are the similarities?  

Why are there differences? 

What could be done to address the difference?  

What could be done to reduce people’s workloads? 

What would be the best time of day for a meeting or training? 

9.  Collect everyone’s daily schedules for reference, keeping them separated by group. 

Variation 

Create daily schedules for different members of the community. For example, you might look at a 

group of students and a group of business professionals to compare their schedules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Annex 9.1 e: SEASONAL CALENDAR 

This activity reveals changes in seasonal labor supply and demand, household income patterns, 

food availability, and demands on public resources, such as schools, public transport, and 

recreational facilities. In this facilitated activity, a group of community members is divided into 

smaller groups based on age, gender, or profession. A facilitator asks each group to identify different 

tasks they must do at different times of the year (related to paid and unpaid work, social events, 

educational activities, family health, and environmental changes) and plot them on a timeline that 

they share with the other groups. The facilitator leads a discussion in which participants examine 

the differences and explain their choices. These results can be used to determine the best times of 

the year to begin certain projects and consider how projects will affect different groups of people. 

Objective 

Identify a community’s yearly patterns of labor, household income and expenditure, health and 

welfare, and recreation. 

Preparation 

Select a meeting place and time that is convenient for members of your community.  

Invite 20-30 people to participate. 

Create a sample seasonal calendar, and prepare handouts for each participant. 

Materials 

Large sheets of flip-chart paper or poster-size newsprint 

Blank sheets of paper for each participant 

Handouts of sample seasonal calendars 

Pens or pencils 

Markers in a variety of colors 

Tape 

Procedures 

1. Introduce yourself and explain the purpose of your assessment.  

2. Divide the participants into groups of four to six people, and distribute several sheets of flip-

chart paper and markers to each group. 

3. Ask groups to draw a timeline starting from the month they consider to be the beginning of 

the year. Each month of the year should be labeled along the top of the timeline.  

4. Ask groups to use different colored markers to indicate when different seasons begin. For 

example, the rainy season might be marked in green, the dry season in yellow, and the 

storm season in black. 

5. Ask each group to mark different activities that take place throughout the year. For example, 



 

 

 

 

they might indicate when local schools are in session, major holidays occur, crops are being 

planted or harvested, the most food is available, or people tend to fall ill. Encourage them 

to include as many major activities as they can think of.  

6. Once activities are plotted on the seasonal calendar, ask groups to use different symbols to 

indicate who does each task and the level of activity involved. For example, a dotted line 

might indicate an activity that requires little work, a thin line a moderate level of work, and a 

thick line an intense level of work. 

7. Next, ask groups to look at the patterns and discuss the following questions:  

Are there some times of the year busier than others? 

Are there times of the year when certain people are busier than others? 

Are there any times of the year when people do not have enough food or water? 

What are the most important times of the year in the community? 

Have a representative from each group present their calendars to the whole group, and facilitate a 

discussion of the similarities and differences.  

Variation 

Divide people by age or gender to reveal age and gender-based differences in people’s 

seasonal routines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Annex 9.1f: COMMUNITY CAFÉ  

A community cafe creates the atmosphere of a restaurant or cafe in which people from the community 

discuss issues or questions asked by facilitators in small groups. It can be both an entertaining event for 

stakeholders and a unique way to learn about a community by engaging stakeholders in direct 

dialogues. Each table has a “host,” or discussion facilitator, who guides discussions on a particular 

topic. Participants move from table to table after a certain amount of time. As each issue is discussed, 

major ideas are recorded by the hosts, who report the most common ideas from their discussions to 

the cafe “maitre d’,” or head facilitator, at the end. Communities can use these ideas to decide which 

projects to implement in their communities. 

 

Objectives 

Engage community stakeholders in meaningful discussions about their communities. 

Identify the major issues a community faces. 

Establish relationships between your stakeholders and the community. 

 

Preparation 

Although a community cafe can be run by a single facilitator, it is recommended that community 

choose one lead facilitator and a team of assistant facilitators to host each discussion table. Choose 

table hosts who are able to listen carefully to participants ’  ideas and guide rather than dominate 

discussions. During the event, participants will be asked to move from one discussion table to 

another, so choose a location that’s convenient for participants but large enough to allow people to 

move around easily. Meet with your team of table hosts to clarify the purpose of the community cafe. 

Consider these questions: 

What issues do we want to discuss? 

Who should be invited to our community cafe? (You’ll need at least 20 participants to yield productive 

discussions.) 

What questions should we ask at each table to stimulate creative thinking and meaningful 

discussion? 

Then decide each table’s discussion topic(s) and the table host’s role in discussion. 

Serving food is an important part of this activity. Usually, light snacks accompanied with coffee, tea, or 

soft drinks are best because they will not impede conversation and are easy to transport from one 

table to another. Create a hospitable environment in which participants will feel comfortable and free 

to discuss issues as though they were at a dinner with friends. Send invitations to participants, clearly 

describing the purpose of the event. 

 

Materials 

Invitations 

Food, drinks, and eating utensils (if needed) for participants 

Enough tables and chairs for everyone, ideally with a different discussion topic at each table 

Pens or pencils for each table host 

Notepads for each table host 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Procedures 

1. Before participants arrive, make sure your food, tables, and hosts are in place.  

2. Greet participants as they arrive, encourage them to get food and drink, and seat them at 

discussion tables.  

3. Once everyone has arrived, introduce yourself and explain the purpose of your assessment 

and the procedures for the discussions. 

4. Have the table hosts start their discussions, taking notes of what participants say and 

facilitating the discussion of their designated topic. 

5. Every 20 minutes, have participants switch tables to discuss a different issue or topic. Before 

participants start discussing a new topic, each host summarizes the main points from the 

previous group’s discussion. Continue the process until everyone has discussed each topic. 

6. Ask each host to share a summary of the major ideas discussed for the entire group.  

7. Thank participants for attending.  

8. Afterward, meet briefly with all the hosts to discuss what they learned and observed. Collect 

the notes from each table, and summarize the major themes.  

9. Share your summary report with participants. 

 

Variations 

Keep tables together, and have each table host discuss a different topic every 20 minutes. 

Have one participant at each table serve as table host. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Annex 9.1g: FOCUS GROUP 

A focus group is a carefully planned discussion used to determine a community’s preferences 

and opinions on a particular issue or idea. Conducting a focus group requires careful planning 

and someone skilled at facilitating discussions. Most focus groups are composed of a small but 

diverse group of 5-10 community stakeholders. Participants are asked a series of carefully 

worded questions that focus on different issues in the community. Effective focus groups will 

seem more like an interview for a job rather than a lively debate or group discussion. Some 

community members use a focus group at community meetings to learn more about issues in 

their community. However, it’s sometimes more effective to conduct focus groups in more 

private settings with one or two facilitators and someone to record participant responses. 

 

Objectives 

Identify stakeholders’ opinions about specific community issues. 

Identify how stakeholders believe these community issues should be addressed. 

 

Preparation 

Select a location that is both convenient and private for a small group discussion. Develop a list 

of concepts you wish to discuss. These could include issues that members thinks might exist in 

the community, ideas for service projects, or people’s perceptions of existing community 

resources. Take some time to develop questions that will help guide your discussion and 

encourage participants to share their ideas. 

Arrange for another community facilitator to record the focus group session or take notes of 

participants’ responses. At least one week before the event, invite 10-20 people to participate. 

Make sure they are representative of the community, don’t know one another or any of the 

facilitators, and can communicate effectively. 

  

Materials 

Name tags 

Pens or pencils for each participant 

Notebooks for each participant 

Seats arranged in a circle facing one another 

Recording equipment, if available 

Refreshments 

Gift or honorarium for participants 

 

Procedures 

Welcome participants as they arrive, but avoid talking about the topic of the focus group.  

1. After all the participants have arrived, introduce yourself and explain the purpose of your 

assessment.  

2. Begin with a warm-up question before moving on to the main issue. Ask each participant 

to answer, and briefly summarize their responses. 

3. Introduce the main topic of discussion, and guide the discussion using your prepared 

questions.  



 

 

 

 

4. Allow each person time to answer. Listen carefully to their ideas, asking for clarification if 

needed but avoiding confrontations or debates. 

5. Summarize the main points discussed, and thank people for their participation.  

 

Variation 

Try doing separate focus groups with stakeholders in the community and people in the 

community on the same issue. Are the responses the same or different? 

 

Sample of focus group tool   

 

Example questions about group process: 

1. Overall, what did you enjoy most about the group? Why? 

2. Was there anything you didn’t enjoy or thought should be improved next time? Why? 

3. Were there any activities you particularly liked or didn’t like? Why? 

4. Did you feel like you had an input into what activities you did? Did you feel consulted? 

5. Were you happy with the group facilitators? 

6. If this group were to continue, what activities would you like it to include? 

7. Was there anything about the way the group was run that you really didn’t like? 

 

Example questions about group outcomes: 

1. Do you feel that being a part of this group was beneficial for you? In what ways? 

2. What was it about the group that was beneficial for you? 

3. Has being a part of this group changed your view of yourself? In what ways? 

4. Are you more confident or happy or relaxed as a result of being part of this group?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Annex 9.1h: PANEL DISCUSSION 

A panel discussion is a guided discussion involving multiple experts in a specific area. Panel 

discussions are carefully structured and typically involve a facilitator who asks panelists (well 

informed people) specific questions about the community or a particular issue. Detailed information 

about communities and the issues they face is collected and interpreted. Drawing upon this 

expertise is an excellent way to learn about a community without having to invest a lot of time or 

money in a new community assessment. Before conducting an expert panel discussion, consider 

which people in the community would be qualified to comment on particular issues and resources. 

Panels are usually composed of four to six experts on a particular issue (for example, a discussion 

on community health might include a doctor from a local hospital, a health official from a 

government health office, a professor from a local university that researches community health 

issues, and a community health care specialist from a local nonprofit or nongovernmental 

organization). To get a broader view of the community, consider facilitating a series of panel 

discussions on different issues. Panel discussions are a powerful tool to raise the awareness of 

community members and quickly learn about strengths, weaknesses and opportunities from 

experts. 

 

Objective 

Identify what experts in a particular field believe about specific community issues. 

Preparation 

Select the issue that your community would like to learn more about, and identify four to six experts 

from the community who might have specific knowledge or experience dealing with your issue. 

Strive for a balanced panel with people from a variety of backgrounds. (Keep in mind that expertise 

isn’t necessarily determined by someone’s title, education level, or profession.) Once you’ve 

identified potential panelists, invite them to participate, and explain the purpose of your panel 

discussion. Ask if they have any handouts that can be distributed to members of your community, 

and offer to make copies for every-one in attendance. Carefully consider the discussion questions 

you’ll pose to the panel. 

 

Materials 

•   A table and chairs arranged to face the audience 

•   Microphones and amplification equipment, if necessary 

•   Name tags for each panelist 

•   Overhead projector or other projection equipment (optional) 

•   Chairs for audience members 

 

Procedures 

1. Introduce your panelists and the topic of your panel discussion.  

2. Ask the questions you’ve prepared, and allow each panelist opportunities to speak.  

3. Open the floor to questions from the audience.  

4. Record the discussion or have someone take notes of what people say.  

5. Summarize what people have said, and thank panelists for their time.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

Variation 

•   Hold expert panel discussions for each item on Community’s Menu of issues  

 

Sample of community inventory tool   

Food security awareness Panel Discussion 

November 13, 2019 
 

1.   Topic: 

Cyber awareness and resilience, what are the issues and how do we address them 

 

2.   Panel Members: 

a.   Moderator: Rukia Hamisi 

b.   Session Chairs:  

Kaniki Juma (tutor CDTI Mlalae)  

Maria Abdallah (Lawyer)      

3. Approach 

 Overview of Format (6 Questions will be asked) 

 Introduction of panel members by Session Chairs 

 Recitation of question, then panel and audience response 

i.Presentation of Question and Example by Moderator  

ii. Response to Question by Panelists 

iii. Audience Response to Question 

 Panelist Participation 

 Audience participation  

 Final Discussion 

 Panelist given a few minutes to 

provide closing comments  

 Audience given 20 minutes to ask 

questions of the panelists 

4. Key Messages/Takeaways 

 Panelist  

 Audience



 

 

 

 

ANNEX 9.2 TEMPLATE OF STEPS FOR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT  

STEPS ACTIVITY 

STEP 1 Identification of practical areas in all modules 

STEP 2 Community entry protocol (District Authority, Ward and Village) 

STEP 3 Conducting surveys to identify civil engineering related problems and social-

economic status of the community to determine existing situation and 

projected trend 

STEP 4 Feedback to the community and triggering 

STEP 5 Facilitate Community Visioning (Obtaining Client requirements; through task 

force, work group, community meeting) 

STEP 6 Development of action plan (Develop technical brief; goal, strategies, 

methods of constructions, materials to be used, designs, cost estimates, 

programme schedules) 

STEP 7 Resource Mobilization (Domestic and external resource mobilization) 

STEP 8 Implementation of agreed interventions 

STEP 9 Monitoring, evaluation and reporting of progress of community engagement 

activities  

STEP 

10 

Follow up, support and Reporting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

ANNEX 9.3: TEMPLATE OF MONITORING AND EVALUATION TOOL 

 

MONITORING TOOL FOR AVOCADO PROJECT IMPLEMENTED BY WOMEN IN 

KITELEWASI VILLAGE 

This monitoring tool format will be used by Rungemba CDTI to measure the following indicators 

for the named project 

1. Increased care of the planted avocado  

2. Increased amount of new planted avocado  

3. Increased amount of new seedlings  

4. Increased involvement of interest group, government, and citizens 

5. Increased training for capacity building especially on budding seedlings   

6. Records of planted tree up-to – date 

7. Increased sales of seedlings  

8. Reduced challenges facing the project 

9. Feelings of the beneficiaries about development of the project determined 

10. Feeling of the beneficiaries about future of the project examined  

11. Concerns of the beneficiaries about development of the project determined  

12. Viable solutions to address their concerns proposed.  

 

 

MONITORING VISIT PROFILE 

Date …………………………………… 

Information obtained from……………………………………….. 

Name of the hamlet………………………………………………….. 

Date joined the project…………………………………………….. Mobile 

Phone……………………………………… 

 

1. List types of visible care used by the project beneficiary to handle last year planted 

avocado  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2. Number of new planted avocado provided and planted avocado observed    

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Number of new seedlings provided and new seedling observed 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………



 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………… 

  

4. List of interest group, government, and citizens provided and their activities in the project 

identified. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

5. Number of capacity building trainings provided and types of trainings identified    

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

6. Number of seedlings sold provided and sales records provided 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

7. Number of challenges facing the project identified and ways to address challenges 

explained. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

EXTRA INFORMATION   

8. Feelings of beneficiaries about development of the project determined 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

9. Concerns of the beneficiaries about development of the project determined  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

10. Viable solutions to address their concerns proposed.  



 

 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

11. Feeling of the beneficiaries about future of the project examined  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

ANNEX 9.4: TEMPLATE FOR RESOURCE MOBILIZATION TOOL  

 

PROJECT  PROJECT COST  STAKEHOLDERS  VEHICLE FOR 
RESOURCE 
MOBILIZATION  

Class  room 
construction  

1. Funds  
             Tsh. 40,000,000 
 

 Community 
members 

 Private  
 CSOs 
 Churches  
 Mosques  
 Etc  

 Fundraising  
 Diner  

2. Materials  
 Cement  (50 bags) 
 Timber  (40 pieces)  
 Bricks  (2000 bricks) 
 Iron sheets (40 

pieces)  
 

3. Equipments  
 

4. Human  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

ANNEX 9.5: REPORTING FORMAT 

 

Introduction 

The introduction should tell what is to be expected or featured in the particular report. 

 

Description of the activity 

A detail explanation and rationale of the activity needs to indicated in the report. Showing what 

was the issue/problem identified? What were the impacts of the issue? What was done to 

tackle the issue? Methodologies/interventions used and finally share key findings arrived from 

the implementation of the activity. 

 

Time frame 

Time line for the activity needs to be indicated, it allows the implementers to be on track and 

align their activities as per time frame and giving room to review the time set in accomplishment 

of the activities for an effective execution for quality results. 

 

Resources  

Resources utilized during the implementation have been indicated on basis of what were the 

resources? Where were they obtained from? Any additional resources brought in in order to 

ensure accomplishment of activity. 

 

Budget 

The budget should inform the amount of used that was set for the particular activity as well as 

indicate was consumed and what remained/overspent. This will outline a clear picture in terms 

of money and resources as well will inform other similar/upcoming activities/events. 

 

Risks vs mitigation to the expected risks 

The activity should out see the risks expected during the execution of the activities, to tell what 

is likely to be expected and what measures are in place to mitigate the risks. Also it gives room 

to take preventive measures against the identified risks. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Challenges Experienced 

The report should indicate the challenges experienced before, during and after implementation 

of the activity. This will inform other coming projects on what to expect as well as assist in 

deriving to key learnings 

 

Key learnings from the activity 

The report should clearly outline key learnings obtained from execution of the activity. 

 

Conclusion 

The report shall give an overall conclusion 

 

Recommendations 

The report should have recommendations in line with the key learning’s and challenges 

encountered during implementati



 

 

Annex 10. Funding Mechanism Conceptual Frame for Community Engagement 

Program  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTERPRETATION OF FUNDING CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

i. Government based funding  

Under this category funding mechanism will be from government budget   

ii. Donor based funding  

Under this category funding mechanism will be from sponsors and donors  

iii. Community social responsibly based funding  

This category funding mechanism will be from private sector organization (PSOs) and 

civil society organizations (CSOs)   

iv. Training Institutional based funding 

This includes budget allocation from their internal revenue as well as income generating 

activities 

v. Business Enterprises in the localities 

This includes shops, farms, car wash centres (to mention a few) around the localities 

vi. Community members based funding 

Under this category funding mechanism will be from well-wishers (within or outside the 

country 
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